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Selection Structures  

Logical Operators 

You can also include logical operators in an If statement’s condition. Figure 2-29 lists the 

logical operators available in Visual Basic and includes examples of using them in the If 

statement’s condition. Logical operators have an order of precedence and are always 

evaluated after any arithmetic or comparison operators in an expression 

 
Figure 2-29 List and examples of logical operators (continues) 

Except for the Not operator, all of the logical operators allow you to combine two or more 

conditions, called subconditions, into one compound condition. The compound condition 

will always evaluate to either True or False, which is why logical operators are often referred 

to as Boolean operators. The tables shown in Figure 2-30, called truth tables, summarize 

how the computer evaluates the logical operators in an expression. 
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Figure 2-30 Truth tables for the logical operators 

As the figure indicates, the Not operator reverses the truth-value of the condition. If the 

value of the condition is True, then the value of Not condition is False. Likewise, if the value 

of the condition is False, then the value of Not condition is True. When you use the And 

operator to combine two subconditions, the resulting compound condition evaluates to True 

only when both subconditions are True. When you combine two subconditions using the Or 

operator, the compound condition evaluates to True when either one or both of the 

subconditions is True. The compound condition evaluates to False only when both 

subconditions are False.  

Logical Operator Example: Gross Pay Calculator Application 

The Gross Pay Calculator application calculates and displays an employee’s weekly gross 

pay, given the number of hours worked and the hourly pay rate. The number of hours 

worked must be greater than 0 but less than or equal to 40. If the number of hours worked is 

not valid, the application should display N/A (for Not Available). 
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Figure 2-33 User interface for the Gross Pay Calculator Application  

 

 

Figure 2-32 shows the code for the Gross Pay Calculator Application  

 


